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Introduction. By a "lattice with involution," or "i-lattice," we shall mean

a lattice A together with an involution [l, p. 4] x—>x' in A. A distributive *'-

lattice in which xC\x' Sy\Jy' for all x and y will be called a "normal" i-lattice.

The underlying lattice of an /-group becomes a normal i-lattice when x' is

defined as the group inverse of x; also a Boolean algebra becomes a normal

t-lattice when x' is defined as the complement of x. In this paper /-groups and

Boolean algebras will always be understood to have the involutions defined

above. §1 of the paper contains subdirect decomposition theorems for dis-

tributive and normal t-lattices, with applications; in §2, as a contribution to

the study of nondistributive i-lattices, modular and nonmodular ^-lattices

are classified with respect to certain laws each of which, for distributive i-

lattices, is equivalent to normality; and §§3 and 4 contain some extension

and embedding theorems concerning normal z'-lattices.

1. Subdirect decomposition of distributive and normal z'-lattices. Every

t-lattice is an algebra [l, p. vii] with operations C\, ' which satisfy the identi-

ties xr\y=yC\x, xC\(yC\z) = (xr\y)r\z, x'= x'r\(xH\y)', and x"=x; it may

be proved that these identities are independent postulates for ^-lattices. We

shall apply the usual terminology of abstract algebra (cf. [l, pp. viif.]) to

i-lattices, except that we shall use the terms "z-sublattice," "z-homomor-

phism," and "i-isomorphism" instead of "subalgebra," "homomorphism,"

and "isomorphism."

Let A be a distributive i-lattice. For elements x, y, p of A we shall set

x=y(C(p)) if and only if xC\p=yt~\p and xT\p=yT\p. It is easily verified

that this defines a congruence relation C(p) on A, and that

(1) C(p) C\ C(q) = C(p W q) for all p and q in A.

Using [l, p. 28, Lemma 1(h)] we see that if 0 is the zero congruence relation

on A then

(2) C(p) C\ C(p') = 0 for all p in L.
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Also, since p = p^Jp'(C(p)) for all p, ptp' if C(p)=0, while, if p^p', then

C(p)=0 by (1) and (2): thus

(3) C(p) = Oil and only if p ^ />'.

Lemma 1. Let L be a subdireclly irreducible distributive i-lattice. Then

(4) x is comparable with x' for each x in L,

and, for elements x, y, z of L,

(5) if x > x' and y > y' then x C\ y > (xC\ y)', and

(6) if y > y' and z ^ z' then y > z.

Proof. Since L is subdirectly irreducible, (4) follows from (2) and (3). If

x>x' and y>y' but xP\y>(xOy)' then xr\y^(xr\y)', by (4), and hence

C(x'\Jy') =0, by (3); using (1), we deduce that x'^x or y'z^y, which contra-

dicts the hypothesis. Suppose now that y>y' and z^z'; if (yr\z')'>yr\z'

then, by (5), yr^(y'Uz)>y'VJ(yr\z') =yPi(y'Uz') ^yPi(yVJz), a contradic-

tion; hence (y(~\z')' ^yC\z', and it follows that y^yC\z' ^y'VJz^z; but y^z,

hence y>z.

For each element a; of a given i-lattice we shall set \x\ =xVJx'. We shall

call an element z of a given i-lattice a "zero" if z = z'. We shall denote the i-

lattice with four elements and two zeros by 3). The i-lattice whose underlying

lattice is the finite chain with re elements will be denoted by £)n. If L and M

are i-isomorphic i-lattices we shall write L=M.

Lemma 2. The i-lattices Oi, O2, £>3, and 3) are subdirectly irreducible, and

are to within i-isomorphism the only subdirectly irreducible distributive i-lattices.

Proof. Each of the given i-lattices is obviously subdirectly irreducible.

Conversely, let L be a subdirectly irreducible distributive i-lattice. For ele-

ments x, y of L we shall set x~y if and only if one of the following statements

is true: (a) x>x' and y>y', (h) x<x' and y<y', (c) x = x'=y=y'. Using

Lemma 1 and trivial arguments we see that ~ defines a congruence relation

on L. Also, for each p in L, we may define congruence relations D(p) and

E(p) on L by setting x=y(P(p)) if and only if x~y and |x| C\p= \y\ C\p,

and x=-y(E(p)) if and only if x~y and \x\ \Jp= \y\ \Jp. Using [l, p. 28,
Lemma l(ii)], we see that D(p)C\E(p) =0 for all p in L and hence, since L

is subdirectly irreducible, that

(7) either 7J>(p) = 0 or E(p) = 0 for each p in L.

If x = x' for all x in L, then L=Oi; we may therefore assume in the rest of

the proof that L has an element c such that c>c'. We shall prove that if L

has an element x distinct from c and c' then x is a zero of L. First, L cannot
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have three distinct elements x such that x>x'; for, if A has three distinct

such elements, it has a chain x>y>w of such elements, and then x=y(D(y))

and w = y(E(y)), contradicting (7). It follows that A has at most two such

elements, and that they must be comparable if they exist; but if x > y > y' > x',

and F is the congruence relation on A with congruence classes {x}, {x'},

and {w.y' ^w^y} (cf. (6)), then F^O, D(y)^0, and Ff~\D(y) =0, contra-

dicting the subdirect irreducibility of A. Thus, as asserted, every element of A

distinct from c and c' is a zero of A; moreover, by [l, p. 28, Lemma l(ii)],

A has at most two zeros. Thus A=©2, ©3, or 3? according as A has 0, 1, or 2

zeros. This completes the proof.

It will be convenient to call any i-sublattice of a direct union of i-lattices

A7 a "subdirect union" of the Ly (cf. [l, p. 9l]). With this nomenclature we

have

Theorem 1. Every distributive i-lattice is i-isomorphic with a subdirect union

of i-isomorphic images of ©.

Proof. Every algebra A can be represented as a subdirect union of sub-

directly irreducible homomorphic images of A (cf. [l, p. 92]). Observing

that every i-homomorphic image of a distributive i-lattice is again a dis-

tributive i-lattice, and that each £),- (« = 1, 2, 3) is i-isomorphic with an i-

sublattice of 25, we deduce Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Every normal i-lattice is i-isomorphic with a subdirect union of

i-isomorphic images of Ds.

This result is easily deduced from Theorem 1. The well known theorem

that every Boolean algebra except £>i is i-isomorphic with a subdirect union

of i-isomorphic images of £)2 similarly follows from Theorem 2.

If A is an i-lattice, and P is a partly ordered set with involution /—>/', the

cardinal power Lp [l, pp. 8, 25] becomes an i-lattice if we define/'(/) = (f(t'))'

for each / in Lp and / in P.

Theorem 3. Every normal i-lattice is i-isomorphic with an i-sublattice of a

vector lattice.

Proof. Let A be a normal i-lattice. Then, by Theorem 2, there exists an

i-isomorphism p of A into a cardinal power (Os)r, where Y is an unordered set

with involution given by y' =7 for each 7 in Y. If we take £)3 to be the chain

—1<0<1 then p becomes an i-isomorphism of A into the vector lattice Rr

of all real-valued functions on Y.

An alternative proof of Theorem 3 may be based on [l, p. 140, Corollary]

and the existence part of Theorem 7 below (cf. p. 98 of the author's thesis).

Let P be a class of equations for i-lattices; then an i-lattice A will be said

to be "P-proper" if none of the equations in P holds in A, and to be "P-
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complete" if it is P-proper and no P-proper i-lattice M is such that the set of

identities of L is strictly included in the set of identities of M. Let P0, Pi,

and P2 be the one-element classes whose elements are the equations x=y,

\x\ =|y|, and | re| '/^^ J 3/[ =|oc|', respectively; then P0-completeness is pre-

cisely equational completeness [4].

Theorem 4. An i-lattice is Po-complete if and only if it is a Boolean algebra

with at least two elements^). An i-lattice is Pi-complete if and only if it is normal

but is not a Boolean algebra. An i-lattice is P2-complete if and only if it is dis-

tributive but is not normal.

Proof. We observe that if L is a P2-proper i-lattice then 3) is an i-homo-

morphic image of an i-sublattice of L; indeed if a, 6 in L are such that

\a\' r\\b\ ^ \a\' then M = \t:\a\' ^ t ^ | a\ } W \t: \ b\' ^ t ^ \b\ }
\j{t: I <L\a\r\\b\ }V{t: ^|a|'W|o|'} is an i-sublattice of L, and 35

is an i-homomorphic image of M. Using this observation and Theorem 1

the reader may prove by the methods of [4] that an i-lattice is P2-complete

if and only if it is distributive but not normal. The proofs of the correspond-

ing results for P0- and Pi-completeness are similar but easier.

The results of §1 depend on [l, p. 92, Theorem 10], and hence on the

axiom of choice. Although the results of §1 will be used later in the paper,

all the results of §§2-4 can be proved without using the axiom of choice.

2. A classification of i-lattices. For elements x, y of any i-lattice set

x Ay = (xVJy)r\(x'yjy'). Then, using Theorems 1 and 2, we may verify that

each of the following laws is a necessary and sufficient condition for a given

distributive i-lattice to be normal: (A) x A(y Az) = (x Ay) Az, (B) x Ay

= (xr\y')KJ(xT\y), (C) \xC\y\r\\xKJy\ =\x\(~\\y\, (C*) \xAy\ =\x\n\y\,

(D) \xr^y\r\\x\Jy\ 5= | x\ C\\y\, (E) \ x Ay\ g | x\ f~\\ y\. Similarly the laws
(a) if a Ac = 0 Ac for some c then a = b, and (8) xC\ (y Az) = (x(~\y) A(x(~\z) are

each necessary and sufficient for a given distributive i-lattice to be a Boolean

algebra; using [2, Theorem l] we may deduce that awy i-lattice satisfying

(a) is a Boolean algebra. For Boolean algebras, the laws (A), (B), (a), and

(8) are well known (cf. [l, pp. 154 f.]), and the laws (C) and (C*) are trivial;

for 1-groups, the laws (^4), (B), (C), and (C*) are believed to be new. It may

be proved that an arbitrary i-lattice satisfies (C*) if and only if it satisfies

(C).
Let co be the set whose elements are the laws (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (F)

\x\' ^\y\, and (M) the modular law. For each £Cco let £c be the set of all

(Y) in w such that every i-lattice which satisfies all (X) in £ necessarily satis-

fies (F); then c:£-^£c is a closure operation on the subsets of w. If £C« is

nonempty and has elements (X), ■ • • , (F) we shall write £ = \X • ■ ■ Y],

and we shall denote the family of all /-lattices which satisfy all (Z) in £ by

(-) Cf. [4, Theorem 3.3; 1, p. 189].
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[X ■ ■ ■ Y]. It may be proved that c is the intersection (cf. [5, §l]) of all

those closure operations b on the subsets of co which are such that \A ib

^{BC}, {B}b3{£|, {C}b3{Z>}, {D}b^{E}, \E}i>^{F}, {BM}i>
3 {A }, and {EM} b2 {D}; from this result we may deduce

Theorem 5. If {X • ■ ■ Y} is a nonempty subset of co then [X • ■ • Y]

is equal to exactly one of the families [A], [B], [C], [D], [E], [F], [M], [AM]

= [BM], [BC], [BD], [CM], [DM]=[EM], and [FM]. In the presence of a
set of axioms for i-lattices the laws indicated are in each case independent axioms

for the corresponding family.

3. Normal extensions. It is easily proved that an i-lattice satisfying the

law (F) oi §2 can have at most one zero, and that a modular i-lattice with a

zero satisfies (F) if the zero is unique; thus a distributive i-lattice with a zero

is normal if and only if it has no other zero. In an i-lattice with a unique

zero 0 we shall set x+ = xW0 and x_ = x'W0 for each x, and we shall say that

x is "positive" if x^O; then x+r^x_ = x AO for all x, and the law x+7^x_ = 0

(cf. [l, p. 220, Lemma 4]) is implied by (E) of §2, and implies (F). In this

section we shall determine all the normal i-lattices with zero which have a

given sublattice of positive elements.

If a is any element of a given distributive lattice P then the ordered

pairs (x, y) of elements of P which are such that xC\y^a gxWy form a nor-

mal i-lattice P(a) with operations given by (x, y)C\(z, w) = (xC\z, y\Jw) and

(x, y)' = (y, x), and the elements (x, y) of P(a) which are such that a = x gy

or a=y gx form an i-sublattice P(a) of P(a). If P has a least element 0,

and A is a normal i-lattice with zero whose sublattice L+ of positive elements

is lattice-isomorphic with P, we shall call A a "normal extension" of P; then,

if X is a lattice-isomorphism of L+ onto P, x—->(x+X, x_X) is an i-isomorphism

of A into P(0). Using this observation the reader may prove

Theorem 6. Let P be a distributive lattice with least element O. Then every

i-sublattice L ofP(O) which is such thatP(0)QL is a normal extension of P, and

every normal extension of P is i-isomorphic with an i-sublattice L of P(0) which

is such that P(0)QL. All normal extensions of P are i-isomorphic if and only if

0 is meet-irreducible in P.

4. Embedding theorems. In §4 if A is a normal i-lattice and xEL then

x~ will denote the principal ideal of all y gx, V will denote the join operation

in the complete lattice A of all closed ideals [l, p. 59] of A, and Z will denote

the set of all \y\' for y in A. Then ZEL and (cf. [3, p. 2]) the mapping

x—>x~VZ is a lattice-homomorphism of A into L. Hence \x~\JZ: xEL] is a

distributive sublattice of L; this lattice will be denoted by A*.

Theorem 7. Let L be a normal i-lattice. Then the set La of all those ordered

pairs (x~\JZ, y~\JZ) of elements of L* which are such that x gy' is an i-sub-
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lattice of L*(Z). La is a normal i-lattice with zero (Z, Z), and w: x—>(x_VZ,

x'~\j'Z) is an i-isomorphism of L into La; it maps L onto La if and only if L

has a zero. If r is an i-isomorphism of L into a normal i-lattice M with zero 0,

then p: (x~VZ, y~\JZ)—*(xr)+/^(yr)'(x ^y') is an i-isomorphism of La onto

the i-sublattice of M generated by Lt and 0, and r = irp. If N is a normal i-lattice

with zero having the property: there exists an i-isomorphism wo of L into N such

that every i-isomorphism t0 of L into a normal i-lattice P with zero 0 is of the

form To = TTopofor some i-isomorphism po of N into P, then N^La.

The proof depends on the fact that x~\JZ = y~\/Z in L* if and only if

x(~\x' =xC\y' and y(~\y'=y(~\x' in L; the details will be left to the reader.

If L is any i-lattice we may (and shall) identify the cardinal power L°2

(cf. §1) with the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) of elements of L which are such

thatx £y.

Theorem 8. Let L be a normal i-lattice, and let M = LDz. Then c6: (x, y)

—»(x~VZ, y'~\JZ) is an i-homomorphism of M onto La; 4> is an i-isomorphism

if and only if L is a Boolean algebra. If \}/ is an i-homomorphism of M onto a

(distributive) i-lattice N, then N is normal if and only if~ty}zQ, where $ and SI'

are the congruence relations on M defined by <p and \p respectively.

The main step in the proof is to show that if N is normal, and (x, y),

(u, v) in M are such that (x, y)o6= (u, v)<f>, then (xWw, yf~\v) EM and (x, y)^±

= (x\Ju, yC\v)\(/± = (u, v)\l/±.

A normal i-lattice L will be said to be "closed" if for every pair x, y of

elements of La such that xC\y = 0 (the zero of Pn) there exists z in La such

that z+ = x and 2_ = y. A distributive lattice with least element has, to within

i-isomorphism, just one closed normal extension. Also, the following embed-

ding theorem may be proved.

Theorem 9. Let L be a normal i-lattice. Then the set Lc of all those ordered

pairs (x~\JZ, y~\JZ) of elements of L* which are such that x Ay'EZ is an

i-sublattice of L*(Z). Lc is a closed normal i-lattice, and it: x—»(x_VZ, x'~\JZ)

is an i-isomorphism of L into Lc; it maps L onto Lc if and only if L is closed.

If t is an i-isomorphism of L into a closed normal i-lattice M then there exists

an i-isomorphism a of Lc into M such that r = 7r<r. If N is a closed normal i-

lattice having the property: there exists an i-isomorphism x0 of L into N such

that every i-isomorphism t0 of L into a closed normal i-lattice P is of the form

T0 = 7ToO"o/or some i-isomorphism ao of N into P, then N=LC.
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